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Abstract - In today’s era there is a thing which is most

as they varies according to given key size also depends on
the maximum frequency of used FPGA kit.

important for transferring data that is encrypting the data
for secure transmission. The main aim is to achieve a
secured data with achievable optimized power, delay,
throughput and latency. In order to achieve this thing AES
standard is redesigned using a proper optimising over
architecture using the help of Pipelining and over various
rounds of encryption as discussed in AES standard FIPS 197
[6]. This paper shows the review of various models and their
proper performance comparison over various parameters
on Xilinx ISE. Various models are also given according to
respected FPGA board with their maximum frequency.

2. Related Work
AES implementations area unit classified into software
system and hardware implementations[1]. Hardware
implementation offers quicker speed, additional security
Associate in Nursing and consumes less power and
therefore is an attractive alternative as compared to
software system implementation[12] (Karthigai Kumar
and Baskaran, 2010). Implementation of algorithms on
hardware may be achieved exploitation either Application
Specific microcircuit (ASIC) or Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) devices[13] (Gaj and Chodowiec, 2009). The
authors conferred ASIC implementation of the science
formula (Chih-Pin et al., 2003; Liu and Luke, 2003). ASIC is
Associate in nursing microcircuit designed for specific
application and lacks flexibility. Moreover, increased Non
continual Engineering price makes tiny volume production
unaffordable. As compared to ASIC, Associate in Nursing
FPGA device is reconfigurable, efficient, offers additional
flexibility and needs less time to plug and thus FPGA[14]
could be a in style alternative for hardware
implementation (Alexandru and Fratila, 2011; Elbirt et al.,
2001). FPGAs conjointly succeed far better performance
than multi-core CPUs for mathematical computations. In
loop unrolled structures[5], all the cipher rounds square
measure unrolled and information is coiled through the
cipher
rounds
consecutive
till
the
complete
encryption/decryption is completed (Ali et al., 2011;
Standaert et al., 2003; Zhang and Parhi, 2004). The loop
unrolled structure implementation, results in increased
speed and accrued space utilization. The AES rule can be
enforced exploitation non-pipelined and pipelined or sub
pipelined techniques. The non-pipelined implementations
result in optimisation of space at the value of speed
(Hussain and Jamal, 2012; Rais and Qasim, 2009a, 2009b).
Whereas pipelined or sub pipelined implementations end
in increased outturn with increased space utilization as
pipelining permits process of multiple blocks at the same
time (Hammad et al., 2010; Tibeto-Burman language et
al.,2015; Qu et al., 2009; Wang and HA, 2013).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Encryption represents the conversion of data into secrets
code. This is the most effective way to achieve data
security. In order to achieve your data file you have to
access the key which is your password known as cipher
key. Unprocessed data is called plain text, encrypted data
is known as cipher text. There are various attacks to hack
these cipher texts such as Brute force attack, Known
plaintext attack, Chosen cipher text attack, Cipher text
attack. The Brute force attack when done AES-128 bit up
to 5th round further analysis get terminated and data is
secured. There are various algorithms available in
cryptography like MARS, RSA, TWOFISH, SERPENT and
RIJNDAEL. Advanced Encryption Standard selected a
Rijndael Cryptography algorithm for its encryption. AES is
more secured from its previous version that is DES[6]
which is AS short key algorithm and hence less secured
than that if AES algorithm. The AES algorithm achieved its
standardization by National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [6]of the United States of America and
ready to displace DES as encryption standard.
Cryptographic AES is currently being used in a various
scenarios. The common examples are e-commerce and
financial
transactions,
having
strong
security
requirements. The Advance Encryption Standard (AES) is
a standard acts as encryption of data. It consists of 128 bit
plain test which is converted into cipher text using a key of
128bit, 192bit and 256 bit sizes having 10, 12 and 14
rounds respectively. The pipelining technology is used in
various round for reducing the overall throughput of core.
The size of key defines the overall performance parameter
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3. Overview of Algorithm
The AES process block diagram is shown in figure 1
which gives us the proper understanding of the
algorithm. The process is divided into these parts:
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3.2 Shift Rows

Sub Bytes
Shift Rows
Mixed Column
Add Round key

This process consists of circular transformation of matrix
from row(0) to row(3).The shift length is different for
each row. For first row no shifting is done. For second row
shifting is done once, for next row twice and for last thrice.
The process is shown for shift rows (figure3).

Figure 4:Shift Row transformation

3.3 Mix Column
This transformation is done over each 4 byte column
separately while omitted in 10th round. Columns are
considered as polynomials over Galios Field ( ) and are
multiplied by a fixed polynomial c( ) modulo ( +1)
.(figure 4)

Figure 1. AES Algorithm for Encryption

C[x] =

Now we will discuss about the each sub steps taken in
order to complete the given rounds.

...1

The matrix form of mixed column is given by:

3.1 Sub Bytes
This is the process in which a S-Box matrix is created
using VHDL/Verilog codes. This is predefined matrix
generated by Galios Field conversion[x]. SubBytes gives
step by step byte substitution using Rijndael’s S.Box
lookup table[x]. The table has 16x16 dimension containing
hexadecimal format. The hexadecimal is replaced by look
up table of S-box matrix. Where XY is used to give the
location of that code on S-box for substitution. Substituted
matrix is given by X’Y’(figure 2).

Figure 5: Mixed Column transformation

3.4 Add Round Key
Figure 2: Sbo'x (16 x 16 byte)

XY=0A

It is the process the converted plain text matrix is XOR-ed
with the key matrix and final output obtained is cipher
text. Different round key is added to each round as key
transformation operation is also done at each round. Each
byte of key is XOR-ed with each byte of text (figure5).

X’Y’=67

Figure 3: Sub-Byte process
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5. CONCLUSION
Encryption using reconfigurable FPGA equipment
platforms is widely used to secure data and improve
throughput.
The
Rijndael
cipher[6] style is well
matched for hardware use. This implementation is meted
out through different trade-offs between space and speed.
The trade-offs is that AES needs extra power and
should not
be
supported
by
hardware, conjointly there's wide selection of equipment
used for coding that is required for authentication and
security.
AES is programmed
in
software
or engineered with pure hardware. The AES is the latest
standard for cryptography and has been taken wide
support to secure digital information.

Figure 6: Add Round Key process for final output.

4. COMPARISON
Various modules are created and categorised in given
table 1.Models are based on optimizing the area speed
throughput latency power etc. All the models are designed
on reconfigurable FPGA models and software simulation
was done on XILINX ISE 14.7, I-SIM.
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